Abstract-The NEMA NU 2-2001 protocol has been especially designed for the performance evaluation of whole body PET-measurements with scanners operated in the 3D-acquisition mode without septa or with septa retracted. This scanning mode is sensitive to radiation from outside the field of view. We report the comparative NU 2-2001 performance tests in respect to spatial resolution, sensitivity, scatter fraction and count rate capabilities which were done on four different Siemens ECAT PET-scanners, the two BGO scanners HR+ and EXACT and the two LSO scanners ACCEL and EMERGE. The HR+ showed a superior spatial resolution, whereas the ACCEL had the best count rate (NEC) performance above an activity concentration of 2 kBq/cc. Although the partial ring scanner EMERGE yields lower NEC rates than the EXACT for activity concentrations less than 10 kBq/cc, it is favorable beyond this cross over point. The scatter fraction of all four scanners was about 46%. The NU 2-2001 performance tests proved to be an excellent tool for this instrumental comparison.
I. INTRODUCTION
ROTOCOLS like those of the IEC and NEMA committees allow the standardised evaluation and comparison of medical imaging devices. The previous NU 2-1994 and the recent NU 2-2001 protocols have been issued by the NEMA to examine the performance of PET-scanners. The NU 2-2001 protocol has been designed to examine the instrumental capabilities of PET-scanners especially in respect to whole body measurements [1] . If such measurements are done in the 3D-acquisition mode without any septa or with septa retracted they are prone to a considerable increase of random and scattered radiation originating from outside the field of view. Even in 2D-mode there is more out-of-field radiation than in older scanners, because nowadays septa are chosen to be smaller to increase the acceptance angle and sensitivity. This report presents measurements according to the NU 2-2001 protocol which we were able to perform on four different Siemens ECAT PET-scanners. Two of them are the older, but still widely used BGO scanners HR+ and EXACT. The other two belong to the new LSO-equipped scanner generation: the full ring ACCEL tomograph and EMERGE 
II. MATERIAL AND METHODS
The four PET-scanners examined in the present work are commercial scanners constructed by Siemens/CTI. They are in daily routine use. The EMERGE tomograph had been installed and set up only some days prior to the reported measurements. For the other machines no specific setup was performed before the tests. Table I summarizes the specifications of the four PET-scanners: 
Scanner
Out of tests suggested by the NU 2-2001 publication we report here those of (i) spatial resolution, (ii) sensitivity and (iii) scatter fraction and count rate performance. The required test equipment such as the point sources (for test i), the aluminum tubes (for test ii), and the 70 cm long circular cylinder (for test iii) was produced by the workshop of our center [2] . For all measurements only the 3D-acquisition mode was employed.
The tests were performed along the recommendations of NU 2-2001 and the advices given by Daube-Witherspoon et al. [3] . It was however, not possible, to extend the count rate test so long that the random count rate became negligible. At the time when a low random count rate caused by the test radioactivity could be expected, the random count rate originating from the scanners' retracted transmission sources and/or from the natural 176 LSO background radioactivity became noticeable. Therefore, the count rate measurements were acquired in a dual sinogram mode, in which the prompt and the delayed (as an estimate of the random) events were recorded separately. To obtain data of the true (prompt minus random) the two sinograms were subtracted by an appropriate MATLAB program. This program could also used for the single slice rebinning necessary for the sensitivity test. Because of the problem with the residual background of randoms the scatter fraction was not derived from the last frames of count rate measurement, but from those three frames which showed the highest prompt/delayed ratio. Since the random count rate was determined directly by the delayed window technique, the so-called 2R-NEC curves were obtained. Table II summarizes the reconstructed image resolution expressed as FWHM. The data shown here were measured in air with a radial position of the point source at radial distances from the central axis of 1cm and 10cm. As expected the resolution of the HR+ was superior to those of the other scanners. The differences among the other scanners as well as the inconsistent results of radial versus tangential resolution must be regarded with caution, because they are primarily due to the fact that the point sources in the reconstructed images did not look circular. This fact introduced some additional uncertainty into the evaluation. 
III. RESULTS

Scanner
The determination of the scatter fraction resulted in nearly identical values for all scanners with a range from 45% to 48% (Table III) . This can be expected, because the ring dimension of the scanners are nearly identical and the energy window (350 to 650 keV) was the same. Fig. 1 shows the scatter fraction along the z-axis for the HR+ and the EMERGE scanner. The profiles of the ECAT and the ACCEL were similar to that of the EMERGE. Besides the range of very low activity concentration, where the NEC of the HR+, EXACT and ACCEL did not much differ, there are considerable differences in the NECbehavior of the scanners (Fig. 3 and Table III ). The LSOscanner ACCEL with its small coincidence window of 6 ns and consequently low random rate surpasses the HR+ above an activity concentration of about 2 kBq/cc. Its peak NECrate is nearly three times that of the EXACT and twice that of the HR+. On the other hand this peak rate is reached at rather high activity concentrations which are commonly not achieved in clinical practice. Both the full ring EXACT and the partial ring EMERGE show much lower NEC-curves with a cross-over point at about 10 kBq/cc. Above this concentration the LSO-ART scanner becomes superior. To take advantage of this behavior an increased amount of injected radioactivity has to be chosen for this scanner. Whereas the technical performance of PET scanners can be compared using standardised protocols such as those applied here, limited knowledge exists on how the differences in technical performance translate into differences in diagnostic accuracy. For this evaluation, comparative studies of patients are necessary.
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